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Abstract 
This study emphasizes on fWO characters ofentrepreneur, namely passion and persistence. TMse fW O 

characters are done by the owner cf Goe Koen Tok business that if moving in tM field of creative industry, 
specifically in Surabaya's merchandise industry. This business is started during owner's third semester 
undergraduate study, year 2009, and still existed until the moking ofthis study. This study indicates the role, 
Junction, and impacts of the entrepreneurship characteristics in the business that being carried from 2009 
until 20// . This study also tells abollt the history of the company, business profiles. various important 
experiences. and many decisions in tM business, The end of this study indicates that persistence and risle 
taking have an important role in running Gae Koen Talc and provides suggestion fo r strengthen owner's 
characters in sustaining and dew/oping this business. 
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l. Introduction Ir. Ciputra argues that a businessman 
needs to be passionate toward business that 

I.I.BaC'kgr ound he runs, Passion is not limited to during 
Gae Keen Tok (OKT) is one of running the business, but including every 

businesses in creative industry selling activity that is done by a person. If someone 
Surabaya' s merchandise, This business is has a passion toward his activity, he can be 
established as part of the requirement of more focus in achieving the goals (Setiabudi, 
Entrepreneurial Project course in 2010) . 

International Business Management program, Passion can make a person more focus in 
Universitas Clputra. This business was first running the business. This statement is 
established in March 2009 after the owner suitable for the owner of OKT. Disregard to 
founded that there is still room to grow in the difficulties and complexity level of 
running a business selling Surabaya problems he faced, the owner of OKT was 
merchandise. Currently, the merchandise never giving up in finding the best solution to 
being sold by OKT includes T-shirt. glass, keep his business sustain. When a person 
pencil case, pin, and keycbain with finds his passion, he will always look for 
imageslillustration of Surabaya's c ity icons as solutions; and through the process in 
the theme. achieving the goal, profit will be his second 

Looking back to OKT history, it can be objective, unless his passion is money 
concluded that the pathway is not without (Siawira, 2009). 
obstacle. Since March 2009, the owner keeps Support by his passion in running a 
facing various problems and obstacles. The merchandise business, owner of OKT is 
o.....ner believes that one should sacrifice and simultaneously persistence in keeping his 
never give up in solving all the problems; that business sustain. Using car as the illustration, 
can be done when one is really passionate passion is the fuel and persistent is the 
about the business. engine. Without passion, a person won't be 
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